Guy Kortsarz * A k-spanner of a connected graph G = (V, E) is a subgraph G' consisting of all the vertices of V and a subset of the edges, with the additional property that the distance between any two vertices in G' is larger than that distance in G by no more than a factor of k. This paper concerns the problem of finding a P-spanner in a given graph, with minimum maximum degree.
Introduction
The concept of graph spanners has been studied in several recent papers, in the context of communication networks, distributed computing, robotics and computational geometry [1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, 16, 14, 3] . Consider a connected simple graph G = (V, E), with [VI = n vertices. A subgraph G' = (V, E') of G is a k -spanner if for every U,V E V, dist(u, v, G')/dist(u, v, G) 5 k, where dist(u, v, G') denotes the distance from u to v in G', i.e., the minimum number of edges in a path connecting them in G'. We refer to k as the stretch factor of G'.
In the Euclidean setting, spanners were studied in [2, 6, 7, 12, 19] . Sp anners for general graphs were first introduced in [16] , and studied further in [15, 14, 1, 3] . The usual criteria for the quality of the spanner are its stretch and its spar&y.
Namely, a good spanner is one with low stretch and as few edges as possible. For the problem of finding a 2-spanner which is as sparse as possible, a logarithmic-ratio approximation is given in Pll.
Focusing on optimizing the sparsity measure may result in a spanner with high vertex degrees.
In terms of applications this might mean a large local load on a single vertex, increasing the cost of its local For example, if there is a vertex v in the graph that is connected to all the rest of the vertices, then its edges form a 2-spanner, and therefore a k-spanner for any k 2 2. However, in such a choice the local load of v might be too high to handle, while the local load of any other vertex w may be much less than what w can handle. In fact, the algorithm proposed in [ll] will pick the vertex v, and is therefore unsuitable for selecting "balanced load" spanners. It is therefore natural to try to design an algorithm that will perform a more "balanced" selection of the edges. In particular, letting A(G') d, enote the maximum vertexdegree in a spanner G', we consider the question of choosing a k-spanner G' with minimum A(G'), for some parameter k. We call this "low degree" variant of the problem LD -kSP. This paper treats LD -2SP in general graphs. We give a probabilistic algorithm that outputs a 2-spanner G', such that with high probability, A(G') is no more than d(A'j4) times the optimum. In other words, our algorithm has an approximation ratio of @A'/"), with high probability. (0 -is a relaxed variant of the usual 0 notation, that ignores polylogarithmic factors.) The technique used in [ll] to approximate the sparsest 2-spanner problem is the "greedy" method that constructs the spanner gradually, attempting to cover a large number of edges in every iteration. (An edge e = (u, v) is covered once either itself or two other edges lying on a triangle with it, say (u, X) and (2, v) , are added to the spanner.) The LD -2SP problem seems to be harder to approximate. In particular, the greedy approach seems to fail (i.e., be inefficient) for it. Hence a different (and more involved) approach is required. The technique used in this paper for the LD -2SP problem is a variant of the "randomized rounding" technique of P4.
Our algorithm is composed of two different procedures. The first procedure, is designed to cover edges lying on "many" triangles. The second procedure deals with the yet uncovered edges, i.e., edges that lie on a "small" number of triangles. We describe the "covering" problem for these edges as a linear program, solve it in the fractional setting, and randomly round the fractional solutions. We note that in the rounding process, GENERATING LOW-DEGREE 2-SPmNERs we use only a subset of the variables. We also note, that and p = CT="=, pi. Then every variable is rounded with probability considerably exceeding its fractional value. These higher rounding probabilities seem to be needed in order to overcome IP(X > (1+ S)P) < some "quadratic" behavior of the linear program. We also present two additional probabilistic algo-In th rithms, that are efficient for sparse graphs. Finally, we e sequel we assume that A(G) 2 3 log4'3 II. If this show that our probabilistic algorithms can be transis not the case, then taking the entire graph as our spanformed into a deterministic ones, using derandomizaner results in a polylogarithmic-ratio approximation.
tion.
Unless stated otherwise, all logarithms in this paper are taken to the base 2.
Preliminaries 3 Basic properties
We start by introducing some definitions. In the sequel, let G = (V, E) be the underlying n-vertex graph. We The problem of designing low degree spanners is add ressed sometimes write E also to denote the size of the set E, in [13] , for the special case where the underlying i.e., the number of edges E. Let U c V be a subset graph is the pyramid. The problem of designing small d of the vertices. The graph induced by U is denoted by egree spanners for Euclidean and geometric graphs is G(U). The set of edges in G(U) is denoted by E(U). For studied in [3, 19] . There, however, the distance is meaa vertex v we denote by E(v) the set of edges adjacent sured by the appropriate norm defined in the vector to v in G. Similarly, we denote by N(v) the set of space' neighbors of v in G, i.e., We now establish some basic properties concerning the degrees of 2-spanners. The next lemma indicates
that for a graph with large A, the minimum degree in a 2-spanner must also be large. We prove this by showing
We denote the degree of a vertex v by deg(v) = IN(v)]. that even for the sake of 2-spanning the edges of a
The maximum degree in a subgraph G' = (V', E'), single vertex v with degree A, it is necessary to have a where V' c V and E' c E, is denoted by A(G'). vertex in the spanner with degree at least 6.
We denote by A(E') the largest degree in the subgraph k-spanners, given in the following simple lemma of [15] . As an immediate conclusion we have the following.
LEMMA 2.1. [15] Th e subgraph G' = (V,E') is a LEMMA 3.2. Let H* = (V, E*) be a 2-spanner for k-spanner of the graph G = (V, E) ifldist(u, v, G') 5 k G with minimum maximum degree. Then
Thus the LD -2SP problem can be restated as follows: we look for a subset of edges E' c E such Note that there are graphs G for which A(H) = A(G) that every edge e that does not belong to E' lies on a for any 2-spanner H of G. One particular such graph triangle with two edges that do belong to E', and such is the star of n -1 vertices. However, there are dense that A(E') is minimum.
graphs, where the lower bound fi can be achieved (up Given an edge e E E, let Tri(e) denote the set of to constants). The clique (complete graph) Ii', of n triangles e lies on, in the graph G. Namely, vertices, admits low degree 2-spanners. In order to prove the lemma, we use the notion For an edge e in a triangle T, the vertex v in T that of a projective plane of order Q for prime q. The does not touch e is said to cover e. Let D(e) be the existence of projective planes of order q for every prime set of vertices covering e, namely the set of vertices not q is well known. A projective plane P = (P, L) of touching e that are in a triangle with e.
order q is composed of a collection P = (~1, . , pm} of In the sequel we estimate the probability of the devi-points and a collection L = {Ii, . . , Im} of lines where ation of some random variables from their expectation, m = q2 + q + 1. Every line li is a subset of P containing using the Chernoff bound [4] . (Such a prime exists by Bertrand's postulate, cf. [8] .) Thus, n < q2 + q + 1 < 5n. Let P = (P, L) be a projective plane of order q. Define a bipartite graph G = (L, P, E) where (&,pj) E E iff pj E li. Define the following spanning subgraph H = (V, E') of K,. Add the edge (~i,~j) to E' iff there exist t and T that satisfy t E i mod n and T E j mod n, such that either (pt,l,) E E or (lt,p,.) E E.
We now proceed to prove that H is a low degree a-spanner for K,. First we prove that every edge is spanned in H. Let e = (wi, nj) be an arbitrary edge of K,. The lines li and lj share some point p, E li fllj . Let f be the integer satisfying, 1 5 f 2 n, f E s mod n. If f = i or f = j (i.e., the case is, for example, that pj E li n lj) then by definition (wi, ~j) E E'. Otherwise, again by definition, both (vi, of) E E' and (wj, of) E E', and the edge e is spanned.
We now estimate the degree of the vertices in H'. Note that the graph G = (L, P, E) is d-regular. Also note, that the degree of a vertex vi E H is only increased due to vertices in the set Si = {lj 1 j E i mod n} U {pj 1 j E i mod n}, and ]Si] < 10. Each vertex in Si increases -the degree of wi by at most d, and thus the degree of Vi in H is bounded by O 
Next we establish the fact that the decision version of the LD -2SP problem is NP-complete.
The problem is certainly in NP, so we only prove NP-hardness, by a reduction from the sel cover problem in bipartite graphs. Let us first explain the idea behind our approximation algorithm for the LD -2SP problem. We separate the edge set of our graph into two disjoint classes. The class E-is the class of edges that lie on a small number of triangles, and the class E+ contains the rest of the edges, namely, E-= e E E I Tri(e) < a},
>_ J-A}. We cover these two classes of edges, using two separate procedures. Our general approach for handling E-is to use the "randomized rounding" scheme of Raghavan and Thompson [18] . This scheme is based on the following idea. We start by making a "guess", L, as for the optimal maximum degree of a 2-spanner for the given graph. We then formulate the problem as the integer linear program (P1) below.
The program (P1): Given some subset E, s E of "unspanned" edges, a set E, (possibly empty) of edges that have already been added to the spanner and a parameter L, create for every edge el, E EU and vertex Vi E D(ek) a variable $i,k. For every two vertices vi, vj E V, i < j, such that (Vi, vj) E E, create a variable ii,j. (We shall freely use both gij and 3i'j,i to denote this unique variable.) The program is composed of the following sets of inequalities.
(4.1) (4 
The intuitive meaning of the program is as follows. Every ii,j variable indicates if the edge (vi, vj) is in the chosen spanner. Thus constraint (4.1) says that every vertex zli has no more than L new spanner edges. It is important to note that here we dont count the edges of E,. (those edges are counted separately in the analysis). The variable $i,k, associated with a vertex Vi and an edge ek = (VI, Q), indicates if Vi covers ek in the chosen spanner. Hence, constraint (4.3) says that vi covers ek only if both the edges (Vi, WI) and (vi, wt) are included in the spanner. Constraint (4.2) says that in a feasible 2-spanner, every edge is either in the spanner, or covered by some vertex. After writing the program for L we solve the fractional relaxation of (P1) using the well known polynomial-time algorithms of [10, 9] . Having the fractional values of the variables, we round each variable to be 1 with probability proportional to its fractional value.
When using this program for covering E-, we get a good result, i.e., we can find an integer solution whose maximum degree is "close" to the "fractional degree" of the fractional solution. However, it is easy to see that this method is not efficient for covering the edges of E+. We therefore cover the edges of E+ using a different procedure. We draw every edge e E E randomly to the spanner, with some fixed (small) probability.
We then show that the edges of E+, i.e., edges that belong to suffic.iently many triangles, are likely to be covered in the resulting subgraph (namely are likely to lie on a triangle whose two other edges were selected by the randomized choice). We also show, that with high probability, the degree that is added to each vertex in this procedure, is "small".
In the remainder of this section we present our approximation algorithm, and its analysis. Throughout the algorithm, we denote by E,, the set of edges yet to be covered. and set E,? , E," + 0.
2. For every edge e E E, draw e randomly and independently to be in the spanner with probability P. Let E,? denote the set of edges selected into the spanner by the randomized process.
3. Set EU = {e E E 1 e $ E,! and no two edges solutions corresponding to (P1) and the parameter L. For every variable 3i'i,j create a respective random variable Zi,j 6. Randomly and uniformly set Zi,j to be 1 with probability min{ 1, M . xi,j}.
7. If Zi j is set to 1, th en add the edge (w;, uj) to E,".
8. Let EU be the set of edges that are still uncovered by E,' u E;. SetE,=E,!UEj!UE,,.
9. Output E,.. Note that the output set of edges, E,, indeed forms a P-spanner of G, since every edge not in E, lies on a triangle with two edges of E,.. Denote the optimum lowdegree 2-spanner for G by H*. Let us now proceed to bound from above the ratio between A(ET) and A(H*).
Throughout the subsequent analysis, we set p = 2-s and M = 2A1i4 . &$.
Our first aim is to show that edges in E+, i.e., edges with large ITri(e)l are likely to be covered in step 2 of our algorithm. LEMMA 4.1. With probability at least 1 -l/n', every edge e E E+ is covered in Step 2 of Alg. 4.1. Proof:
Denote m = jTri(e)l, and assume that m 2 6.
Let Tl, Tz, . . . , T, be the triangles of e, namely, Ti = {ef , ef , e} where the three edges of Ti form a triangle in G. The probability that a triangle Ti does not cover e, namely, that either ef or ei are not selected into the spanner in step 2, is 1 -p2 . . The probability that neither of the triangles cover e is (1 -P2)" 2 (1 -p2>a = ((Ip2)l~pa)4'ogn < 5.
(The last inequality follows from the fact that (1 -.)1/Z < l/e, for z < 1). Therefore, the probability that there exists one .&h an edge which is not covered, is bounded by pl < l/n2. 1 n4 -Next we estimate the maximum degree A(E,?) in the graph induced by E,' by proving the following lemma. 
4(v) = C m(e). ewe
Clearly, IE(spl(e)) = p and therefore
JE(df(v)) = c JE(spl(e)) = P. h(v). eaqv) Since d:(w) is a sum of independent
Bernoulli trials, we can apply Theorem 2.2 on it with 6 = 1 and deduce that
(Recall that we assume A to be large, namely, A 2 By Eq. (4.1) we have 3.10g4'3 n). Therefore, with probability at least 1-l/n3, In order to show that the maximum degree in our algorithm is small, we must prove next that in the random choices of steps 6 and 7 of Alg. 4.1, the expected number of edges chosen for every vertex is "small". Define the variable d:(v) to be the degree of v in the random choice made in these steps. Let of vi E V be an arbitrary vertex, and let ~1, . . . , u, be its neighbors. Let ej = (vi,uj), j = 1,. . .,m. We denote by sps(ej) the random indicator variable for the inclusion of ej in the spanner, in steps 6 and 7, namely, Summing up the probabilities for all the vertices, the claim follows. 1
In order to bound the number of edges added to each vertex v in step 8 of the algorithm, (i.e., when E,, is added to E,), we have to estimate how many edges are covered in steps 6 and 7. We show that with high probability, EU is empty after step 7, and therefore E, does not change A(&).
LEMMA 4.5. The probability that an edge ek = (VI, vt) of E-is covered in steps 6 and 7 is at least 1 -l/n4. Proof:
For the sake of proving the lemma we need the following well known technical lemma of probability theory. Let Ai be the event that vi covers ek in the chosen spanner. Let II, be the event that ek is included in the spanner. We now estimate the probability that Ai occurs. This probability equals the probability that both (V~,V,) and (v;,v~) are selected to the spanner.
Clearly, we have only to consider the case that min{M . ~i,~, M . zi,,} < 1, for if this is not the case, lF'(Ai) = 1.
In the case both M . xi,2 < 1 and M . xi,/ < 1, lP(Ai) = M2 .xi,i 'xi,/. In the case that, say M .xi,t 2 1 and M . xi,~ < 1 we have %'(A() = M . xi,{ > M2 . ~2~. In either case, by Eq. (4.3) we have SPz(ej> = 1, ej chosen into spanner in Steps 6, 7 (4.7) 0, otherwise lP(Ai) 2 M2 . y;,k.
and thus
The event Gov(ek) ="ek is covered" is the union dZ(vi) = fJ spz(ej).
Gov(ek) = Ui Ai U Ik, namely, ek is covered iff it is in the spanner or is covered by some vertex. We now i=l estimate the sum of probabilities of the Ai and 1,. The expected value of dF(vi) satisfies CLAIM 4.1. p(lk)+ ~~=, IF'(Ai) > 3 .logn.
IE(dF(vi)) = gIE(spz(ej)) = M .g~i,j.
Proof:
We may assume that xr,t < l/M since otherwise the edge ek is taken into the spanner with prob- Thus, with probability at least 1 -l/n', all the edges are covered in step 7. Therefore, with probability at least 1 -l/n2, EU = 0, in which case EU does not increase the maximum degree. Recall that Fact 4.1 and Lemma 3.2 state that A" 2 L -1, A* 2 a. In summary, Lemma 4.1, Lemma 3.2 and the above discussion yield the following theorem. Note that the error probability can be reduced to l/nc for any (constant) c, losing only constants in the approximation ratio. 4.3 Derandomization.
Finally, we observe that our randomized algorithm can be converted into a deterministic one. We use the well known "method of conditional probabilities" (cf.
[ZO]) and its generalization, the method of "pessimistic estimators" [17] . The explanation and proofs are differed to the full paper. We are able to establish the following result. In this section we present two algorithms that perform better than Algorithm 4.1 in the case where the underlying graph is sparse. We first describe a relatively simple algorithm SparseI, that has essentially a 2fi additive ratio. (By "additive ratio CY" we mean that the resulting degree is A* + Cu). Thus, if the number of edges is up to n312, we get an additive factor of less than n3i4 (and a very low multiplicative factor). For the range n312 5 E < n714 we have a different algorithm Sparsez, that slightly improves Alg. 4.1 in the worst case.
5.1
Algorithm SparseI.
The algorithm divides the vertex set into "heavy" and "light" vertices. The set Heavy consists of vertices with degrees at least a, and the set Light consists of vertices whose degrees are less than a.
Then, the set of all-edges with both endpoints in Heavy, E(Heuvy), and all edges with both endpoints in Light, E(Light), are taken into the spanner. The cut edges, with one endpoint in Heavy and the other in Light, are covered using a linear programming formulation.
The output edge set is denoted E,.. ALGORITHM 5.1. Algorithm Sparse1 Input: A graph G = (V, E).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5. Assume that the binary search ended with L. Let {~i,j, y;,k} be the optimum (fractional) solutions corresponding to (P1) and the parameter L. For every variable Pi,j create a respective random variable "i,j.
6. Randomly and uniformly set 5i,j to be 1 with probability min{ 1,4 log n . xi,j}.
7. If Zi,j is set to 1, then add the edge (Q, Vj) to E,.
8. Add all the remaining uncovered edges to Er and output Er.
In the full paper we prove. For example, if E = O(n) the combined algorithm has an O(n'i6) app roximation ratio.
5.2 The case of n312 < E 2 n714. We now present Algorithm Sparse2 that outperforms Alg. 4.1 in the range n312 < E 5 n7i4. That is, we assume a graph with O(n7i4-') edges, where 0 5 E 5 l/2. Algorithm Sparse2 makes a slightly more refined splitting of the graph vertices, into the three classes Heavy, Middle and Light, according to their degrees. We rely on the following reasoning. First, on account of the "small" total number of edges in G, the number of vertices in Middle is o(n), and thus we can draw an edge e between a vertex in Heavy and Middle with some (slightly) larger probability (in comparison to Algorithm 4.1), increasing the probability of a triangle including e to cover another edge lying on it. Secondly, as in Algorithm SparseI, the number of vertices in Heavy is appropriately small, so we can afford to take into the spanner all the edges between vertices in Heavy.
Thirdly, again as in Algorithm SparseI, the degrees of the edges of Light are sufficiently small, thus we may include all the edges between vertices of Light in the spanner. Finally, we apply randomized rounding in order to cover all remaining uncovered edges. We now describe the algorithm more formally. ALGORITHM 5.2. Algorithm Sparse2 Input: A graph G = (V, E) with E = n7f4-' edges and maximum degree A.
1. Let ~1 = 3/4-3e/ll, dh = n*-s'/", dl = n'l.
3.
4.
5.
6.
10.
11.
12.
13.
KORTSARZ AND PELEG
If A < n1-4r/11 th en run Algorithm 4.1 to produce the desired spanner.
Else, let Add the edge sets E(H eavy) and E(light) into E,.
Let EHL be the set of cut edges having one endpoint in Heavy and the other in Light. Let Erpst = E \ (E(Heavy) U E(Light) U EHL).
For every edge e E EHL, draw e randomly and independently to join the spanner edge set E, with probability 2e/n1/4+3'111.
For every edge e in Erestr draw e randomly and independently to join the spanner edge set E, with probability 2 . e/n1/4-5'111.
Set EU = {e E E I e $ E,. and no two edges ei, e2 E E, form a triangle with e}. Assume that the binary search has ended with L.
Let {xi,j, yi,k} be the optimum (fractional) solutions corresponding to (P1) and the parameter L.
For every variable 3i'i,j create a respective random variable fi,j.
Randomly and uniformly set gi,j to be 1 with probability min{ 1,2&g-K . n1/4-'/11 . xi,j}.
If Zi,j is set to 1, then add the edge (ui,vj) to E,..
Add the remaining uncovered edges to E, and output E,..
In the full paper we prove the following. THEOREM 5.2. Given a graph G = (V, E) with n7t4-' edges, Algorithm Sparse2 combined with a derandomization procedure has an 6(n1/4--c/") approximation ratio.
Spanning the edges of a small subset of the vertices
The following problem is a generalization of LD -2SP. We are given a graph G and a set Vk of k vertices in the graph. We are to choose a low degree spanner that spans (perhaps only) the edges of the vertices of Vk. Thus every missing edge of a vertex in vk is to be covered by a triangle (and we dont care about the rest of the edges). We deal with this problem for small k. In the full paper we prove. THEOREM 6.1. The problem of 2-spanning the edges of a subset Vk C V of k vertices of V with minimum maximum degree, can be approximated within an O(logn . k) ratio, using flow techniques.
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